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Description

Title of Invention: OBJECT INFORMATION ACQUIRING

APPARATUS AND OBJECT INFORMATION ACQUIRING

METHOD
Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an object information acquiring apparatus and an

object information acquiring method.

Background Art
[0002] The research of an optical imaging apparatus (imaging apparatus) capable of

obtaining information in an object such as a living subject by using light irradiated

from a light source such as a laser is being actively pursued in the medical field. As

one type of such optical imaging technology, there is Photoacoustic Tomography

(PAT). Photoacoustic tomography is the technique of visualizing information related to

the optical characteristic values inside an object based on the acoustic waves generated

from the body tissues which absorbed the energy of light that propagated and diffused

in the object due to the photoacoustic effect. As an example of acquiring information

related to the optical characteristic values, there is a method of detecting the acoustic

waves at a plurality of locations surrounding the object, and mathematically analyzing

and processing the obtained signals.

[0003] Information such as the initial sound pressure distribution or the optical energy ab

sorption density distribution resulting from the irradiation of light obtained with the

foregoing technology can be used for identifying the location of malignant tumors as

sociated with the growth of new blood vessels. While the description of the optical

energy absorption density distribution is omitted in the ensuing explanation, such de

scription shall be included in the explanation of the initial sound pressure distribution.

The generation and display of a three-dimensional reconstructed image based on the

foregoing initial sound pressure distribution are useful in comprehending the inside of

body tissues, and are expected to be useful for diagnosis in the medical field. However,

since this technology is still on a learning curve, the generation of images of favorable

image quality with less noise and artifacts is being demanded.

[0004] Here, a photoacoustic effect is the phenomenon where, when an object is irradiated

with pulsed light, an acoustic wave (compressional wave, typically an ultrasonic wave)

is generated based on the volume expansion in an area having a high absorption co

efficient in the object to be measured. The acoustic wave that is generated based on the

volume expansion resulting from the irradiation of pulsed light is referred to as a "pho

toacoustic wave" in the present invention.



[0005] Generally speaking, with photoacoustic tomography, the initial sound pressure dis

tribution generated by light irradiation can be completely visualized, in theory, if the

time change of the acoustic waves can be measured with an ideal acoustic detector

(wideband/point detection) at various points on the closed space surface (in particular a

spherical measuring surface) surrounding the entire object. Moreover, even if it is not a

closed space, if the object can be measured based on a cylindrical shape or a tabular

shape, it is mathematically known that the initial sound pressure distribution generated

by light irradiation can be substantially reproduced (refer to Non Patent Literature 1).

[0006] Following Formula (1) is a partial differential equation which is used as the basis of

PAT, and is referred to as a "photoacoustic wave equation". Upon solving this formula,

it is possible to describe the acoustic wave propagation from the initial sound pressure

distribution, and theoretically obtain how and where an acoustic wave is detected.

[Math.l]

Here, r is the position, t is the time, p(r, t ) is the time

change of sound pressure, po(r) is the initial sound pressure

distribution, c is the acoustic velocity, and 5(t) is the delta

function representing the shape of the optical pulse.

[0007] Meanwhile, the image reconfiguration of PAT is to elicit the initial sound pressure

distribution p0(r) from the sound pressure Pd(rd, t) obtained at the detection points, and

is mathematically referred to as an inverse problem. The Universal Back Projection

(UBP) which is representatively used as the image reconfiguration method of PAT is

now explained. The inverse problem of obtaining p0(r) can be correctly solved by

analyzing the photoacoustic wave equation of Formula (1) on a frequency space. UBP

is the representation of the foregoing results on a time domain. Ultimately, following

Formula (2) is derived.



[Math.2]

Here, Ω is the solid angle of the overall measurement area

S o relative to an arbitrary reconfiguration voxel (or point of

interest) .

In addition, when the formula is modified in an easy-to-understand manner,

following Formula (3) is derived.

[Math.3]

Here, b(r , t ) isprojectiondata, and d 0 is the solid angle

of the acoustic detector dSo relative to the arbitrary observation

point P .

[0009] The initial sound pressure distribution p0(r) can be obtained by performing back

projection to the foregoing projection data according to the integration of Formula (3).

[Math.4]

b(r ,t) =2p r ,t) - 2t (4)
dt

dS,
d (5)

Note that b(r , t ) and are represented by above Formula

(4) and Formula (5) . Here, Θ is the angle formed by the acoustic

detector and the arbitrary observation point P .

[0010] If the distance between the sound source and the measuring position is sufficient in

comparison to the size of the sound source (far distance/close sound field), following

Formula (6) is derived.



[Math.5]

p r <<t l (6)
dt

Here, b(r0, t) is represented by following Formula (7).

[Math.6]

b , t = - 2t (7)
dt

[001 1] As described above, with the image reconfiguration of PAT, it is known that the

projection data b(r0, t) can be obtained by performing temporal differentiation to the

detection signal p(r0, t) obtained with the acoustic detector, and the initial sound

pressure distribution p0(r) can be obtained by performing back projection according to

Formula (3) (refer to Non Patent Literature 1).

[0012] However, Formula (1) which is a photoacoustic wave equation that was used to

obtain Formula (3) assumes "constant sound velocity," "omnidirectional mea

surement," "impulse-based photoexcitation," "wideband acoustic wave detection,"

"point acoustic wave detection" and "sampling of continuous acoustic waves". Real

istically, it is difficult to realize a device capable of satisfying the foregoing as

sumptions.

[0013] For example, with an actual object, it is difficult to detect the acoustic waves with the

entire closed space surface surrounding the overall object. Moreover, in order to

increase the measuring area of the acoustic waves, it is necessary to increase the size

and number of elements of the acoustic detector, as well as increase the signal

processing of the respective elements and the number of control units, and they lead to

increased production costs. Under the foregoing circumstances, a practical imaging

apparatus which uses the PAT technology is often configured as an apparatus which

detects acoustic waves, by using a probe (acoustic detector) of a limited size, from a

specific direction of the object.

[0014] As an example of this kind of apparatus, as disclosed in Patent Literature 1, proposed

is an apparatus which uses photoacoustic tomography of a flat plate measurement

system. With this photoacoustic tomography, an object sandwiched between flat plates

is irradiated with light, and acoustic waves are detected by an acoustic detector

disposed on the flat plate. Here, the number of light irradiations and the number of

acoustic wave receptions may be a multiple number. There are also cases where

acoustic signals based on multiple light irradiations and acoustic wave receptions are

used, and cases where an average value of the respective values calculated based on



the acoustic signals is calculated and used.

[0015] Without limitation to flat plates, there are also cases where acoustic waves are

acquired by disposing a probe with a mobile mechanism on a flat surface in which the

relative positional relationship with the object is evident such as a surface that is in

contact with the object or parallel to the surface of the object, or on a curved surface. If

the area on the foregoing surface which receives acoustic waves while recording in

formation related to the position of the element disposed on the probe is referred to as a

receiving area, image reconfiguration can also be performed by using the acoustic

waves that were detected in the entire receiving area.

Here, a receiving area is an area which occupies the receiving surface of the probe on

which the elements are disposed based on the movement of the probe, and, while the

time is different, a receiving area is also an area in which the acoustic waves can be

received by the elements of the probe. The receiving area is not limited to a flat

surface, and can also be a curved surface based on the shape of the receiving surface of

the probe or the position of the disposed elements.

[0016] When acoustic waves are received while moving the probe within the receiving area,

the position of the elements of the probe will change. Nevertheless, when considering

the acoustic wave detected by each element to be an acoustic wave that is detected at

the position of the elements on the receiving area upon detection, such acoustic wave

can be deemed an acoustic wave that was detected at the respective positions on the

receiving area. In other words, the foregoing acoustic wave can be deemed and treated

as an acoustic wave that was detected by the probe in which elements are disposed on

the receiving surface of a receiving area size. The photoacoustic signals of the entire

receiving area can be detected by moving the probe according to the irradiation

position or irradiation time of light in the case of photoacoustic waves and gathering

the acoustic signal groups that were detected at the position of the respective elements

on the receiving area.

[0017] Note that the method of detecting acoustic waves by causing the flat plate probe to be

in close contact with the object has the following advantages; namely, acoustic waves

can be detected with less noise, fixation of the position of the object or probe or the

control of movement of the probe is facilitated while repeating the detection process,

and so on.

[0018] Here, a valid acoustic signal according to the directionality of the elements of the

acoustic detector is explained.

The term "valid acoustic signal" as used in this specification refers to an acoustic

signal based on acoustic waves detected at a practical value or higher which is defined

based on the characteristics or sensitivity of the elements of the probe. Generally

speaking, with an ultrasonic probe, considered valid is an acoustic wave from a sound



source that falls within a conical range defined based on a directivity angle which

becomes the sound pressure of 1/2 from the sound pressure of the central axis of the

elements. Thus, in the implementation of the present invention also, when this kind of

acoustic wave based on a sound source within a directionality range of the elements is

defined by being deemed valid, an acoustic signal based on such an acoustic wave is

explained as a valid acoustic signal. However, the directivity angle does not nec

essarily have to be limited to an angle in which the sound pressure becomes 1/2. In the

explanation of this specification, an acoustic signal based on the detection of an

acoustic wave which uses, as the sound source, a range that is defined by being

deemed valid for each element according to the characteristics or sensitivity of each

element is referred to as a valid acoustic signal, and the range that is thereby defined

by the directivity angle is explained as the range of directionality of the element.

[0019] Upon detecting acoustic waves by moving the acoustic detector along the flat plate,

the orientation of the probe relative to the object will be limited. In other words,

acoustic waves cannot be detected from the entire periphery of the imaging target.

Since signals based on acoustic waves detected at the position of the elements on the

receiving area of the probe having a limited orientation relative to the object are used,

the result is an image reconfiguration based on an acoustic signal group that differs

from the assumption of the photoacoustic wave equation.

[0020] In addition, if the imaging target area is considered the image reconfiguration area;

that is, the reconfiguration area, conditions of the number of valid acoustic signals and

the positions relative to the detecting positions will not necessarily be the same

conditions at the respective points of interest of the reconfiguration area. In other

words, there will be an area in the reconfiguration area having different conditions

concerning the valid acoustic signals, and this will result in an area having a different

image quality of the reconstructed image due to the foregoing difference in conditions.

[0021] With respect to the display of ultrasonic images, for instance, Patent Literature 2

discloses an example of determining the signal strength for each element of the probe,

and displaying a map of the elements having a signal strength of a predetermined value

or higher, or displaying a C-mode image if a three-dimensional image is generated.

However, Patent Literature 2 displays images by determining the strength of the sent

and received ultrasonic signals. Patent Literature 2 does not describe a method that can

identify the areas having different image qualities in the reconstructed image of the

photoacoustic waves, and does not disclose an imaging method which gives con

sideration to the difference in the image qualities in the reconstructed image of the

photoacoustic waves.

Citation List
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Summary of Invention

Technical Problem
[0024] Here, with conventional technology, the acoustic wave used for reconfiguration

processing at one point (point of interest) in the reconfiguration area to be subject to

reconfiguration processing is limited to the acoustic wave that is detected at the

element position on the foregoing receiving area. Nevertheless, depending on the

position of the elements on the receiving area and relative positional relationship

relative to the point of interest, there are cases where a valid acoustic wave cannot be

detected in the reconfiguration processing. This problem is explained below.

[0025] As described above, the acoustic signals detected by the elements of the probe are

treated as valid acoustic signals when the sound source exists in a range that falls

within a range based on the directionality of each element. Thus, in image recon

figuration, a valid acoustic signal group relative to the respective points of interest is

extracted based on the detecting position information of the acoustic signals on the

receiving area.

For example, if the receiving area is a flat surface, with a foot of a perpendicular

lowered from the point of interest to the receiving area as the center, the extended line

of the outer edge of the directivity angle and the surface resulting from extending the

surface of the receiving area will intersect, and a circular area is thereby defined. This

area is the acoustic wave detection area as the area in which elements for detecting the

valid acoustic waves may exist. The number of valid acoustic signals will increase at

points of interest in which the acoustic wave detection area is positioned to fall within

the receiving area.

[0026] Nevertheless, since the acoustic wave detection area relative to the points of interest

positioned near the end of the receiving area will not fall within the receiving area, the

number of valid acoustic signals will be limited, and the image quality will thereby de

teriorate.

Moreover, even if the number of valid acoustic signals is the same at a plurality of

points of interest, if the detecting positions of the acoustic signals for use in recon

figuration are of a biased orientation, artifacts tend to be generated in a biased

direction. This is because, since the image reconfiguration processing is performed

using an acoustic signal group received by elements positioned asymmetrically, the



difference with the assumption of the photoacoustic wave equation will increase.

[0027] Thus, with image configuration of PAT to which conventional technology is applied,

artifacts tend to be generated when the sound source of photoacoustic waves is p o

sitioned on the normal of an end which veers off from near the center of the receiving

area. Even greater artifacts are generated in the reconstructed image of the sound

source of photoacoustic waves positioned near the outer edge of the receiving area or

on the normal from a parallel surface that is even further outside of the receiving area.

[0028] Accordingly, a reconstructed image that is reconfigured using the acoustic signal

group detected at a position which does not coincide with the assumption of the pho

toacoustic wave equation will contain points (points of interest) of a different image

quality, and form an area having a different image quality in the image. If there is an

area with a different image quality in the reconstructed image upon diagnosing the

image generated with the imaging apparatus, the reliability of the diagnostic imaging

will deteriorate, or otherwise increase the operation time of diagnostic imaging.

[0029] Generally speaking, with a medical imaging apparatus, the imaging time is desirably

short since imaging imposes drain on the subject. Nevertheless, if there is not much re

striction on the imaging time depending on the condition of the subject, an output

image having a uniform image quality is more suitable for diagnostic imaging even if

more imaging time is required.

Thus, while it is desirable that the acquisition of acoustic waves in the specified

imaging area is completed within a short period of time, it is necessary to increase the

receiving area of the acoustic waves upon considering the image quality of the area to

be reconfigured. In other words, it is necessary to change the area to be scanned using

the probe according to the image quality of the image to be reconfigured. However, if

much time is required for setting the imaging area or the receiving area of acoustic

waves, the burden on the subject may increase.

[0030] With an imaging apparatus for acquiring acoustic waves according to conventional

technology, it was not possible to control the probe scanning of the specified imaging

area according to the conditions of the acoustic waves that affect the image quality of

the reconstructed image. Moreover, with an imaging apparatus in which a large

receiving area is constantly set as the imaging area, there is a possibility that acoustic

waves will be received from an area that is not required for the image reconfiguration,

and unneeded burden will be imposed on the subject. Thus, desired is a method of

promptly determining the receiving area according to the imaging area and the required

image quality.

In light of the above, demanded is the provision of an imaging method capable of

easily determining the appropriate acoustic wave acquiring method and performing

imaging based on the specification of the image quality of the reconstructed image that



is generated after the acoustic waves are acquired.

[0031] The present invention was devised in view of the foregoing problems, and an object

of this invention is to provide technology for acquiring acoustic waves based on the

setting of the image quality of the reconstructed image and the specification of the

imaging area.

Solution to Problem
[0032] The present invention adopts the following configuration. Specifically, the present

invention is an object information acquiring apparatus which acquires characteristic in

formation in an object by using an acoustic signal output from an acoustic detector

including an element for receiving an acoustic wave which has propagated in the

object, and includes a receiving area determination unit for obtaining a receiving area

of receiving the acoustic wave by using information of a specified acquisition area for

the characteristic information specified by a user, configuration information related to

accuracy of the characteristic information to be acquired, and receiving condition in

formation on receiving conditions of the acoustic wave, and a scanning control unit for

controlling scanning of the acoustic detector by using information of the receiving area

obtained by the receiving area determination unit.

[0033] The present invention additionally adopts the following configuration. Specifically,

the present invention is an object information acquiring method by an object in

formation acquiring apparatus which acquires characteristic information in an object

by using an acoustic signal output from an acoustic detector including an element for

receiving an acoustic wave which has propagated in the object, and includes a

receiving area determination step of a receiving area determination unit obtaining a

receiving area of receiving the acoustic wave by using information of a specified ac

quisition area for the characteristic information specified by a user, configuration in

formation related to accuracy of the characteristic information to be acquired, and

receiving condition information on receiving conditions of the acoustic wave, and a

scanning control step of a scanning control unit controlling scanning of the acoustic

detector by using information of the receiving area obtained in the receiving area deter

mination step.

Advantageous Effects of Invention
[0034] According to the present invention, it is possible to provide technology for acquiring

acoustic waves based on the setting of the image quality of the reconstructed image

and the specification of the imaging area.

Further features of the present invention will become apparent from the following de

scription of exemplary embodiments with reference to the attached drawings.

Brief Description of Drawings



[0035] [fig. l]Fig. 1 is a diagram showing the functional blocks of the object information

acquiring apparatus in the embodiments.

[fig.2]Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the configuration upon realizing, with software, the

information processing unit in the embodiments.

[fig.3]Fig. 3 is a diagram showing a configuration example of the acoustic signal mea

surement unit in the embodiments.

[fig.4]Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the processing from starting the imaging process to

instructing the acoustic wave acquisition in the embodiments.

[fig.5]Fig. 5 is a diagram showing the relation among the object and the imaging area

and the receiving area in the embodiments.

[fig.6]Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the processing of the acoustic wave measurement

in the embodiments.

[fig.7]Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing the processing from reconfiguration to display in

the embodiments.

Description of Embodiments
[0036] The present invention is unique in that the receiving area of the acoustic waves is

obtained by using information of the imaging area (specified acquisition area)

specified by the user, and configuration information related to the image quality

(accuracy of characteristic information). The preferred embodiments of the object in

formation acquiring apparatus and the object information acquiring method according

to the present invention are now explained in detail with reference to the appended

drawings. However, the scope of the invention is not limited to the illustrated

examples.

[0037] <Embodiments>

The object information acquiring method according to this embodiment is an

imaging method of generating a three-dimensional reconstructed image by obtaining

an initial sound pressure distribution from detected acoustic waves. Moreover, the

object information acquiring apparatus is an imaging apparatus for conducting

diagnosis by using the reconfigured image, and in this embodiment a photoacoustic

wave diagnostic apparatus is explained as an example. A photoacoustic wave d i

agnostic apparatus detects acoustic waves that were generated by irradiating light, and

generates a three-dimensional reconstructed image based on information related to the

detected acoustic waves.

[0038] Note that the term "imaging" as used in the present invention refers to receiving

acoustic waves which have propagated from within an object, and acquiring charac

teristic information of that object for imaging the inside of the object. As the charac

teristic information, considered may be information which reflects the sound pressure



of acoustic waves, the optical energy absorption density derived from the sound

pressure, or object information such as the absorption coefficient or concentration of

the substance configuring the tissue, and so on. Concentration of the substance is, for

example, the oxygen saturation or oxy/deoxy hemoglobin concentration. Moreover, the

characteristic information may also be acquired as numerical value data, or as image

data showing the distribution information (characteristic information distribution) of

the respective positions (respective points of interest) in the object. In other words, the

characteristic information may also be acquired as image data showing the distribution

information which reflects the absorption coefficient distribution, the oxygen

saturation distribution or the like in the object.

[0039] In this embodiment, a plurality of acoustic signal groups in which the number and

detection position of the acoustic signals are different are extracted from the acoustic

signals detected in a single imaging process, and a plurality of three-dimensional re

constructed images are generated thereby. Thereupon, the imaging apparatus is

controlled so that the conditions such as the number and position of the acoustic signal

groups to be used for calculating the characteristic information at the respective points

of interest in the specified imaging area become uniform. Moreover, acoustic wave

reception information which affects the image quality of the reconstructed image at the

respective points of interest is acquired. Subsequently, the receiving area of the

acoustic wave is obtained so that image data can be generated with the set image

quality, and reconfigured image data having a uniform image quality is generated.

[0040] Note that the foregoing "single imaging process" refers to the processing of acquiring

the characteristic information in the specified imaging area, and there are cases where

multi light irradiations and acoustic wave detections are carried out during a single

imaging process. Moreover, an "imaging area" is a user-specified three-dimensional

specification area (specified acquisition area) from which the characteristic information

is to be acquired.

Moreover, "image quality" of the reconstructed image in the present invention refers

to the accuracy of the acquired characteristic information (that is, reconfigured

numerical value data and the like) based on the number of acoustic signals relative to

the points of interest as the subject of reconfiguration, distance to the elements, p o

sitional bias of the elements, and so on. This accuracy also includes the accuracy of the

correlation of the amount of characteristics of the image and the amount of charac

teristics in the object when generating image data having characteristics that correlate

to predetermined characteristics in the object based on all or a part of the acquired

characteristic information.

[0041] (Schematic functional block diagram)

Fig. 1 shows the functional configuration of the photoacoustic wave diagnostic



apparatus according to this embodiment. As shown in Fig. 1, the photoacoustic wave

diagnostic apparatus according to this embodiment is configured from an information

processing unit 1000, and an acoustic signal measurement unit 1100. Examples of the

equipment configuration for implementing the respective functional blocks are shown

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Fig. 2 shows an example of the equipment configuration for im

plementing the information processing unit 1000 of the photoacoustic wave diagnostic

apparatus. Moreover, Fig. 3 shows an example of the equipment configuration for im

plementing the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100.

[0042] The acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 is a block for measuring acoustic signals.

The acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 controls the measurement of acoustic

waves based on the acoustic wave acquisition instruction information instructed from

the information processing unit 1000, and sends, to the information processing unit

1000, acoustic wave reception information based on the acoustic waves detected by the

respective elements of the acoustic detector 1105.

[0043] The acoustic detector 1105 is, for example, a probe for detecting ultrasonic waves.

Moreover, acoustic wave reception information includes at least an acoustic signal as a

detection signal that was output by an element of the acoustic detector upon detecting

(receiving) an acoustic wave, and receiving condition information as conditions

concerning the reception of acoustic waves. Receiving condition information includes

information related to the position of the elements disposed on the receiving surface of

the acoustic detector 1105 as well as the sensitivity and directionality of such elements,

and information related to the conditions upon receiving acoustic waves such as

imaging parameters and other measurement information upon acquiring acoustic

waves.

[0044] When the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 causes the acoustic detector to

perform scanning while moving the acoustic detector and thereby detects acoustic

waves at the respective positions to which the acoustic detector had moved, the total

scanned area is used as the receiving area, and the position of the elements that

detected acoustic waves is treated as the element position on the receiving area. In the

foregoing case, the position of the receiving area in the coordinate system within the

apparatus and the information related to the element position on the receiving area are

also included in the generated receiving condition information.

In addition, with the photoacoustic wave diagnostic apparatus, the control of the light

source of light for generating acoustic waves and the information related to com

pression upon compressing the object are also included in the receiving condition in

formation as the conditions upon acquiring acoustic signals.

[0045] Here, among the receiving condition information, information related to the position

of elements may be any type of information so as long as it is information capable of



identifying the positional relationship of the object or reconfiguration area to be subject

to image reconfiguration, and the respective elements. For example, the foregoing in

formation related to the position of elements may be information such as the number of

respective elements, pitch of the arrangement of elements, and element position on the

receiving surface, position of the acoustic detector, position and size of the object,

position and size of the reconfiguration area to be subject to image reconfiguration,

relative positional relationship thereof, and so on. In particular, when the acoustic

detector is moved, the elements on the receiving surface of the acoustic detector move

and detect the acoustic waves. While a plurality of acoustic waves are detected in a

time series by each element, these acoustic waves may also be treated as information

of each element position on the receiving area by determining the representative value

for each detecting position on the receiving area.

[0046] Among the acoustic wave reception information, as the information related to

acoustic signals, the detected acoustic signals may be sent as is, or information of

acoustic signals after performing correction such as the sensitivity correction or gain

correction of the elements may be sent. Moreover, it is also possible to repeat multiple

light irradiations to the same position and detections at the same element position on

the receiving area in one imaging processing, and send the average of the obtained

acoustic signals.

Note that the same element of the acoustic detectors does not necessarily have to

detect the element position on the receiving area. Even when the acoustic detector is

moving, so as long as an element having the same capacity detects the same position

on the receiving area, the detected acoustic signals may be deemed to be the acoustic

signals of the same position for each element position on the receiving area, and may

be the subject of averaging.

[0047] Among the acoustic wave reception information, information that can also serve as a

static constant according to the device configuration may be stored in a main memory

102 or a magnetic disk 103 of the information processing unit 1000 in advance, and

read during the image reconfiguration processing. However, information which is dy

namically set each time imaging is performed is sent, as a part of the acoustic wave

reception information, from the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 to the in

formation processing unit 1000.

For example, considered is the information related to the position of elements on the

receiving surface of the acoustic detector 1105. After the identifier of the elements and

the position information of the acoustic detector are sent from the acoustic signal mea

surement unit 1100 to the information processing unit 1000, it is also possible to

implement the present invention by referring to the relative positional information of

the acoustic detector and the elements stored in the information processing unit 1000 in



advance.

[0048] The functional blocks of the information processing unit 1000 are now explained

with reference to Fig. 1.

The information processing unit 1000 acquires instructions from a user related to

imaging, and determines the acoustic wave measuring method to be employed by the

acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 in consideration of the configuration in

formation of the image quality of the reconstructed image, and instructs the acoustic

signal measurement unit 1100 to measure the acoustic signals based on the determined

measuring method. The information processing unit 1000 additionally uses the

acoustic wave reception information obtained from the acoustic signal measurement

unit 1100 to perform three-dimensional image reconfiguration processing and display

the data of the obtained image.

[0049] The information processing unit 1000 includes an imaging instruction information

acquisition unit 1001, a reconfiguring method determination unit 1002, an acoustic

wave measuring method determination unit 1003, an acoustic wave measuring method

instruction unit 1004, an acoustic wave reception information acquisition unit 1005, a

reconfiguration processing unit 1006, a display information generation unit 1007, and a

display unit 1008. However, the display unit 100 may be prepared separately from the

object information acquiring apparatus of the present invention.

[0050] The imaging instruction information acquisition unit 1001 acquires instruction in

formation (imaging instruction information) related to imaging that was input by the

user via an input unit 106 (refer to Fig. 2). As the instruction information related to

imaging, included are at least information of the imaging area (information of specified

acquisition area) which specifies the area to be imaged in the apparatus of the acoustic

signal measurement unit 1100, and configuration information related to the image

quality (information related to the acquired accuracy of characteristic information) for

specifying the image quality of the reconstructed image.

[0051] The imaging area is a three-dimensional area based on the specification from the

user, and is a specified acquisition area of characteristic information. Any specifying

method may be used so as long as the specifying method enables the imaging

apparatus to specify the area to be imaged. For example, the user may specify and

input only the two-dimensional area on the object compressed with a compression

plate. This two-dimensional area may also be referred to as a specified imaging area.

Subsequently, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 may measure the thickness of

the object in the imaging apparatus, and consider the specified imaging area as one

face, and use, as the imaging area, the hexahedron having the measured thickness as

the height.

Otherwise, it is also possible to adopt a method of storing the area specified with a



coordinate system in the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 as preset information

in the information processing unit 100, and specifying the identifier of that area. In the

foregoing case, the object is disposed according to the area that is preset in the acoustic

signal measurement unit 1100.

[0052] Configuration information related to the image quality is configuration information

related to the accuracy of characteristic information and, for instance, is the number of

acoustic signals used in the reconfiguration processing. It is also possible to specify the

number of acoustic signals used at the respective points of interest in the recon

figuration area, or the relative detecting position of the acoustic signals used at the re

spective points of interest relative to the points of interest. Moreover, the detecting

position of the acoustic signals can also be specified as the position of a valid acoustic

signal. The condition may also be such that the acoustic signals are gathered at all

positions of the elements on the receiving area which could fall into the range of direc

tionality of the elements of the acoustic detector. The size and bias of artifacts can be

inhibited based on the foregoing conditions related to acoustic signals. In addition,

depending on the reconfiguration algorithm, it is also possible to set and specify p a

rameters according to the characteristics of the reconfiguration algorithm, or add the

acoustic characteristics or receiving conditions of the environment to detect the

acoustic waves. As the user's input, used may be an input method of selecting the

image quality level in which the foregoing conditions are preset. Moreover, con

figuration information related to the image quality is not limited to the configuration

information set based on the user's specification, and may also be information that is

preset in the apparatus.

[0053] The imaging instruction information acquisition unit 1001 acquires imaging in

struction information, and sends the acquired imaging instruction information to the re

configuring method determination unit 1002.

[0054] The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 determines the reconfiguring

method and the reconfiguration area. The reconfiguration area is an area (acquirable

area) capable of acquiring the characteristic information with the set image quality

(accuracy) relative to the imaging area as the specified acquisition area. The ap

propriate reconfiguring method and reconfiguration area are determined based on the

imaging area and image quality that were specified based on the imaging instruction

information. Here, the reconfiguring method determination unit functions as the ac

quirable area determination unit. The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002

determines the reconfiguring method and reconfiguration area by using information,

which is stored in advance in the main memory 102 or the magnetic disk 103, related

to the capacity of the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 and the reconfiguration

processing capacity of the reconfiguration processing unit 1006.



[0055] The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 generates information related to

the determined reconfiguring method as the reconfiguration instruction information. As

the reconfiguration instruction information, there is information related to the recon

figuration area, and information related to the reconfiguring method such as the p a

rameters of the reconfiguring processing including the reconfiguration algorithm,

number of voxels to be reconfigured, pitch, and other matters. If the acoustic wave

measurement environment or reconfiguration in the imaging area cannot be performed

based on the same processing conditions, it is also possible to adopt a method of p ar

titioning the inside of the imaging area into a plurality of reconfiguration areas, and

generating a plurality of types of reconfiguration instruction information of the re

spective areas.

[0056] The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 sends the generated recon

figuration instruction information to the reconfiguration processing unit 1006.

Moreover, the reconfiguration instruction information and the imaging instruction in

formation are sent to the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003.

However, the imaging instruction information acquired by the acoustic wave

measuring method determination unit 1003 may also be directly acquired from the

imaging instruction information acquisition unit 1001.

[0057] The acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 determines the

acoustic wave measuring method of the acoustic signal measurement unit 110 based on

the acquired reconfiguration instruction information and imaging instruction in

formation. Moreover, the receiving area in the case of detecting acoustic waves in a

broad range by scanning the acoustic waves with the acoustic detector is also de

termined. In other words, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit

1003 calculates the receiving area required for generating the image data with the

specified image quality at the respective points of interest of the reconfiguration area

based on the information of the imaging area and the configuration information related

to the image quality.

[0058] Here, with an acoustic detector which sends and receives ultrasonic waves based on a

standard linear system, it is often the case that one face of a hexahedron area to be

imaged is scanned. Nevertheless, the embodiments of the present invention are not

limited to cases of scanning only one face of the hexahedron area to be imaged.

Moreover, it is not necessary to determine the scanning range, which is dependent on

the angle of departure of ultrasonic waves as with an acoustic detector of a sector

system.

[0059] Moreover, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 additionally

determines the pitch of the positioning of the elements on the receiving area for the

elements of the acoustic detector 1105 to detect the acoustic signals required for the re-



configuration processing. The parameters upon controlling the apparatus for detecting

acoustic waves and the correction method based on the acoustic characteristics in the

apparatus are basically implemented by the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100.

However, conditions such as the parameters or correction method related to the

acoustic wave acquisition conditions pertaining to the image quality of the recon

figuration processing may also be determined by the acoustic wave measuring method

determination unit.

[0060] The acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 generates acoustic

wave acquisition instruction information required for the acoustic signal measurement

unit 1100 to measure the acoustic signals based on the foregoing information, and

sends the generated acoustic wave acquisition instruction information to the acoustic

wave measuring method instruction unit.

Here, a case is explained where the acoustic wave acquisition instruction information

is prepared for each imaging process, but it is also possible to adopt a method of

preparing equivalent acoustic wave acquisition instruction information in advance, and

selecting the acoustic wave acquisition instruction information. In the foregoing case,

the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit sends the identifier of the

acoustic wave acquisition instruction information prepared in advance to the acoustic

wave measurement instruction unit.

[0061] The acoustic wave measuring method instruction unit 1004 sends the acoustic wave

acquisition instruction information to the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100, and

gives instructions for measuring acoustic waves. If the acoustic wave acquisition in

struction information is information prepared in advance, the acoustic wave acquisition

instruction information may also be read from the main memory 102 or the magnetic

disk based on the identifier sent from the acoustic wave measuring method deter

mination unit 1003.

[0062] The acoustic wave reception information acquisition unit 1005 acquires the acoustic

wave reception information including the acoustic signals sent from the acoustic signal

measurement unit 1100 that measured the acoustic waves according to the instructions.

In addition, the acoustic wave reception information acquisition unit 1005 sends the

acquired acoustic wave reception information to the reconfiguration processing unit

1006.

[0063] The reconfiguration processing unit 1006 performs three-dimensional image recon

figuration by using only the selected acoustic signals for each point of interest in the

area to be subject to image reconfiguration, and generates a three-dimensional recon

structed image (volume data) based on the acoustic wave reception information.

The reconfiguration processing unit 1006 performs the reconfiguration processing

based on the reconfiguration instruction information sent from the reconfiguring



method determination unit 1002, and the acoustic wave reception information sent

from the acoustic wave reception information acquisition unit 1005. Note that, if any

change in configuration or correction is required in the reconfiguration area or the re

configuration parameters due to reasons such as the unsuccessful measurement of

acoustic waves of a certain area in the measurement of acoustic waves performed by

the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100, such change or correction may be

performed at this stage. In the foregoing case, if information related to the condition of

the acoustic wave measurement is included in the acoustic wave reception information,

the change or correction can be determined from the difference from the acoustic wave

measurement that is anticipated by the reconfiguration instruction information.

Here, with the image reconfiguration processing to be performed by the recon

figuration processing unit 1006, embodiments of the present invention can be applied

to both the time-domain method and the Fourier-domain method so as long as it is a

three-dimensional image reconfiguration based on an analytical solution.

[0064] In the case of a photoacoustic wave diagnostic apparatus, a value showing the ab

sorption coefficient distribution of light in the object is calculated, and a reconfigured

three-dimensional image if thereby generated. Since the level of absorption of light in

the object will differ according to the wavelength of the irradiated light, the difference

in compositions in the object can be displayed as a three-dimensional image.

Correction that is required when the intensity of light is not uniform in the recon

figuration area or other correction related to the reconstructed image may be performed

at this stage.

The reconfiguration processing unit 1006 sends the generated reconstructed image to

the display information generation unit 1007.

[0065] The display information generation unit 1007 generates display information from the

reconstructed image received from the reconfiguration processing unit 1006. If the re

constructed image is a flat image and the range of value enables display at the

brightness value of the display without any change, the display information can be

used directly as the display information without requiring any special conversion. Even

in cases where the reconstructed image is a three-dimensional image such as volume

data, display information can be generated based on an arbitrary method such as

volume rendering, multiplanar reconstruction, maximum intensity projection, or the

like. Moreover, if the range of value of the voxel value is a range of value which

exceeds the range of value of the brightness value of the display, processing is

performed on Windows as needed, and display information is generated based on the

image value that can be displayed with a display. The created display information may

be display information containing information capable of displaying the reconstructed

image. In other words, in order to display the reconstructed image simultaneously with



other information, the information may be an integration of a plurality of pieces of in

formation.

The display information generation unit 1007 sends the display information to the

display unit 1008.

[0066] The display unit 1008 is a graphic card for displaying the generated display in

formation and a display device such as a liquid crystal display or a CRT display, and

displays the display information sent from the display information generation unit

1007. The display unit 1008 may be configured integrally with the imaging apparatus,

or configured independently from the imaging apparatus.

[0067] Note that, in the explanation of the imaging apparatus to perform the image recon

figuring method of the present invention, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100

and the information processing unit 1000 are explained separately. Specifically, an

equipment configuration such as a measurement device or a control device (or PC) for

digital mammography is indicated as an example. Nevertheless, the equipment con

figuration may be one object information acquiring apparatus including the acoustic

signal measurement unit 1100 and the information processing unit 1000. For example,

adopted may be a device configuration where a standard ultrasonic diagnostic

apparatus is equipped with functions corresponding to the acoustic signal measurement

unit 1100 and the information processing unit 1000 of the present invention.

[0068] (Configuration of information processing unit)

Fig. 2 is a diagram showing the basic configuration of a computer for realizing, with

software, the functions of the respective units of the information processing unit 1000.

The CPU 101 mainly controls the operation of the respective constituent elements of

the information processing unit 1000. The main memory 102 stores control programs

to be executed by the CPU 101, and provides a working area when the CPU 101

executes the programs. The magnetic disk 103 stores an operating system (OS), device

drivers of peripheral equipment, and various types of application software including

programs for performing the processing of the flowcharts described later. The display

memory 104 temporarily stores display data for the monitor 105.

[0069] The monitor 105 is, for example, a CRT display or a liquid crystal monitor, and

displays images based on data from the display memory 1204. The input unit 106 is a

mouse, a keyboard or the like to be used by the operator for performing pointing input

to textual input. Operations by the operator in the embodiments of the present

invention are performed using the input unit 106. However, while the input unit 106

and the monitor 105 may be provided within the object information acquiring

apparatus of the present invention, the input unit 106 and the monitor 105 may also be

configured independently from the object information acquiring apparatus. An I/F 107

is used for exchanging various data between the information processing unit 1000 and



the outside, and is configured from IEEE 1394, USB, Ethernet port (registered

trademark) or the like. The data acquired via the I/F 107 is incorporated into the main

memory 102.

Functions of the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 are realized via the I/F 107.

Note that the respective constituent elements described above mutually connected

communicably via a common bus 108.

[0070] (Configuration of devices)

Fig. 3 is a diagram showing an example of the configuration of the acoustic signal

measurement unit 1100.

The light source 1101 is a light source of irradiation light such as a laser or light-

emitting diode for irradiating an object. As the irradiation light, used is irradiation light

of a wavelength in which the level of absorption with a specific component, among the

components configuring the object, is expected to be strong.

[0071] The control unit 1102 controls a light source 1101, an optical device 1104, an

acoustic detector 1105, and position control means 1106. The control unit 1102 addi

tionally amplifies the electric signal (acoustic signal) of the photoacoustic waves

obtained with the acoustic detector 1105, and converts the analog signals into digital

signals. Moreover, the control unit 1102 performs various types of signal processing

and various types of correction processing. Moreover, the control unit 1102 sends

acoustic signals from the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 to, for instance,

external equipment such as the information processing unit 1000 via an interface not

shown.

[0072] The control unit 1102 additionally performs various types of control for syn

chronizing the signals of the photoacoustic waves detected by the acoustic detector

1105 with the timing of laser irradiation. In addition, the control unit 1102 also

performs the signal processing of adding and averaging the acoustic signals for each

element obtained by irradiating the laser a plurality of times, and calculating the

average value of the acoustic signals for each element.

As the contents of laser control, there are the control of the timing, waveform,

strength and so on of the laser irradiation. With respect to the control of the position

control means 1106 of the acoustic detector, the position of the acoustic detector 1105

is moved to an appropriate position.

[0073] The optical device 1104 is, for example, a mirror which reflects light, or a lens which

focuses, expands, or changes the shape of light. Any such optical component may be

used so as long as the object 1107 can be irradiated with light 1103 emitted from the

light source in the intended shape. A plurality of light sources 1101 and optical devices

1104 may be used in certain cases.

[0074] Note that the light 1103 irradiated from the light source 1101 is sometimes caused to



propagate by using an optical waveguide or the like. As the optical waveguide, an

optical fibre is preferably used. When a plurality of light sources and an optical fibre

are used, it is also possible to use a plurality of optical fibres for the respective light

sources, and thereby guide light to the surface of the living body. Otherwise, light from

a plurality of light sources can be guided to a single optical fibre, and all light may be

guided to the living body by using only one optical fibre.

[0075] When the object 1107 is irradiated, via the optical device 1104, with the light 1103

generated by the light source 1101 according to the foregoing configuration and based

on the control of the control unit 1102, the optical absorber 1108 in the object absorbs

light, and generates photoacoustic waves 1109. In addition, the generated pho-

toacoustic waves 1109 propagate in the object and are discharged outside the object. In

the foregoing case, the optical absorber 1108 corresponds to the sound source.

[0076] The acoustic detector 1105 is configured from a transducer which uses the piezo

electric phenomenon, a transducer which uses the resonance of light, a transducer

which uses the change in capacity, or the like. Any acoustic detector may be used so as

long as the acoustic detector can detect acoustic waves. The acoustic detector 1105

may detect acoustic waves by directly coming into contact with the object 1107, or,

after compressing the object with plates such as the flat plates 1110, detect the pho

toacoustic waves 1109 from the compressed object through the flat plates.

[0077] The acoustic detector 1105 is explained on the premise that a plurality of elements

(detection elements) are disposed two-dimensionally. As a result of using the foregoing

two-dimensional array elements, acoustic waves can be detected simultaneously at a

plurality of locations so as to shorten the detection time and reduce the influence from

the vibration of the object or the like. Moreover, an acoustic impedance matching

agent such as gel or water (not shown) for inhibiting the reflection of acoustic waves

may be used between the acoustic detector 1105 and the object.

[0078] Here, the area where the object is irradiated with light or the acoustic detector 1105

may be movable. The optical device 1104 may be configured so that the light

generated from the light source can move on the object. As methods of moving the

area where the object is irradiated with light, there are a method using a movable

mirror or the like, a method of mechanically moving the light source itself, and so on.

In addition, the acoustic detector can be configured to be movable by providing a

position control means 1106 for moving the position of the acoustic detector 1105. As

an example of the position control means 1106, there is a method of moving the

acoustic detector 1105 above the flat plate 1110, via a motor, based on information of

the position sensor.

[0079] Control of the area to be illuminated with light and the position of the acoustic

detector 1105 is performed by the control unit 1102.



Moreover, the control unit 1102 may also perform control so that the area where the

object 1107 is irradiated with light (irradiated light) and the acoustic detector 1105

move in synch. As a result of the light irradiation area being movable, a broader range

can be irradiated with light, and photoacoustic waves can be detected with the acoustic

detector that is positioned appropriately relative to the irradiation area.

[0080] Here, as the method of moving the acoustic detector, any moving method may be

adopted so as long as the acoustic signals detected with the elements at the respective

positions on the receiving area can be deemed the acoustic signals detected with the

acoustic detector having the elements at the foregoing positions. For example, if the

surface where the elements of the acoustic detector are disposed is rectangular, after

moving the acoustic detector in a distance corresponding to the vertical or horizontal

size of the face, without any spacing in between, where the elements of the acoustic

detector are disposed according to the moving direction of the acoustic detector, the

acoustic detector may stand still at the respective positions to detect the acoustic

waves.

As a result of treating the acoustic signal group as acoustic signals of each element

position on the receiving area, the acoustic detector can be deemed an acoustic detector

of a size in which elements in multiplication of the number of moved elements are

disposed at the same element pitch in the moving direction of the acoustic detector.

[0081] Note that the travel distance of the acoustic detector does not necessarily have to be

the same size as the size of the face on which the elements of the acoustic detector are

disposed. Moreover, even in cases where the face where the elements are disposed is of

a different shape, the travel distance of the acoustic detector may also be such that the

area before movement and the area after movement of the face where the elements are

disposed come into contact or overlap. In addition, the moving method of the acoustic

detector may also be a moving method with gaps in the receiving area, and the present

invention can also be implemented with this kind of method. For example, the acoustic

detector may be moved such that, by extracting the representative value or calculating

the average value of the acoustic signals of the respective positions on the receiving

area that received the acoustic waves, the acoustic signals at the respective positions on

the receiving area ultimately become uniform. In the foregoing case, it will suffice if

the acoustic signals of the respective positions corresponding to the element pitch are

uniform upon deeming the acoustic detector to be an acoustic detector having a

receiving surface of the receiving area size.

[0082] In addition, the moving method of the acoustic detector may also be such that the

acoustic detector continuously detects the acoustic waves while continuously moving

without standing still. The acoustic signals at the respective positions on the receiving

area are determined by extracting signals to become the representative value or the



average value from the position of the acoustic detector and the acoustic signal group

detected for each element position in the receiving area corresponding to the moving

range of the acoustic detector. By adjusting the speed or moving range of the acoustic

detector, the acoustic detector can be deemed an acoustic detector in which elements

are disposed at an arbitrary pitch in the receiving area of an arbitrary size. Moreover,

the scanning control is facilitated and the scanning time is shortened. Note that the

apparent pitch of the elements of the acoustic detector; that is, the pitch of the element

position for detecting the acoustic waves in the receiving area may be an arbitrary pitch

that is different from the pitch of the elements disposed on the acoustic detector.

[0083] The imaging apparatus of the present invention receives instructions regarding the

imaging area from the user via the input unit 106, and additionally acquires acoustic

signals that are required for the image reconfiguration of the imaging area. The

imaging area is a three-dimensional area specified for each imaging process. Normally,

the area where an object can be imaged in the imaging apparatus is determined based

on the specification of the imaging apparatus, and the user can specify the area within

the given range.

[0084] The input method of imaging area may be any method so as long as it is a method

where the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 can specify the intended imaging

area. It is also possible to input the coordinates of the respective apexes of the

hexahedron or mathematical formula within the imageable range in the imaging

apparatus. It is also possible to adopt a method of the user specifying a rectangular area

with a mouse on the camera image that captured the object, and using, as the imaging

area, an area obtained by projecting the foregoing area on the object and a three-

dimensional area that is identified by measuring the depth direction of the object. In

the foregoing case, the hexahedron to be used as the imaging area can be identified by

imaging the camera image through the transparent flat plate, and measuring the

thickness of the object from the flat plate. Note that a hexahedron area is generally

used upon treating volume data as three-dimensional data, but it goes without saying

that the imaging area does not necessarily have to be a hexahedron.

[0085] (Processing routine)

The processing routine of the imaging method according to an embodiment of the

present invention is now explained with reference to the flowchart of Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7, and Fig. 5.

An example of executing the imaging processing based on the specified image

quality and displaying the imaging data is now explained. To summarize, foremost, the

information processing unit 1000 determines the appropriate reconfiguring method and

acoustic wave acquiring method based on the imaging area, image quality, and re

spective parameters, and gives instructions to the acoustic signal measurement unit



1100. Subsequently, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 acquires the acoustic

wave reception information based on the acoustic wave acquiring method instructed

from the information processing unit 1000, and once again sends such acoustic wave

reception information to the information processing unit 1000. Next, the information

processing unit 1000 performs reconfiguration processing based on the acoustic signals

of the received acoustic wave, and displays the imaging data of the imaging area.

[0086] Fig. 4 is a flowchart showing the routine of the information processing unit 1000 de

termining the reconfiguring method and the acoustic wave acquiring method and

sending such information to the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 after the user

inputs the settings for the imaging process. In other words, this is the routine before the

actual measurement of the object is started. In this embodiment, the photoacoustic

wave diagnostic apparatus of Fig. 3 is used as the imaging apparatus. Nevertheless, the

target to which the present invention is applied is not limited to a photoacoustic wave

diagnostic apparatus. The present invention can be applied to any apparatus so as long

as it can acquire acoustic waves and generate a reconstructed image based on the

acquired acoustic waves.

[0087] The flowchart of Fig. 4 is started from the following situation. Foremost, the imaging

operator as the user closely adheres the object (for instance, the subject's breast) to the

holding plate, and fixes the object to the imaging position of the acoustic signal mea

surement unit 1100. Thereafter, the user sets parameters related to the imaging or

intended image quality in the information processing unit 1000, and performs op

erations for instructing the start of the imaging process.

[0088] In step S401, the imaging instruction information acquisition unit 1001 acquires, as

the imaging instruction information, the configuration information related to the

imaging process, and the configuration information related to the image quality. As the

configuration information related to the imaging process, there are imaging parameters

related to the imaging area or acquisition of photoacoustic waves. As the configuration

information related to the image quality, there is information related to the acoustic

signals (number of signals used for reconfiguration).

In this embodiment, with respect to the image quality, instructions are given for

generating a reconstructed image using the maximum number of acoustic signals that

could be detected in the directionality range from the respective points of interest

relative to the respective points of interest in the reconfiguration area.

[0089] Here, the maximum number of acoustic signals that could be detected in the direc

tionality range from the respective points of interest refers to the maximum number of

acoustic signals that could be detected in a predetermined area that is set in advance. A

predetermined area is, for example, an area in which the receiving surface is p ar

titioned by a circle formed from the intersection point of the line extending from the



point of interest to be subject to reconfiguration along the directivity angle of the

detection element and the receiving area. Based on the foregoing definition, when the

acoustic detector is within the acoustic wave detection area, the point of interest will

exist in the directionality range of the detection element. The center of this circular

area becomes the foot of a perpendicular lowered from the point of interest to the

receiving area. As described above, a predetermined area corresponding to the direc

tionality range of the detection element when viewed from a certain point of interest is

referred to as an acoustic wave detection area.

[0090] Since the detection elements are disposed in a predetermined interval in the acoustic

detector, if the acoustic wave detection area can be defined, then the maximum number

of acoustic signals that could be detected will also naturally be defined.

However, even if the positions of the elements on the receiving area are of a given

interval, the maximum number of acoustic signals that could be detected will differ

according to the distance between the point of interest and the receiving area. In other

words, as the distance between the point of interest and the receiving area increases,

the acoustic wave detection area will broaden, and the maximum number of acoustic

signals that could be detected will increase. If the distance from the receiving area is

the same and the predetermined area falls within the receiving area, the result will be

the same number. Nevertheless, in this embodiment, regardless of the distance between

the point of interest and the receiving area, the acquisition of the maximum number of

acoustic signals relative to the respective points of interest is set as the image quality.

[0091] When reviewing the acoustic signals detected in the directionality range, when recon

figuration is performed using the acoustic signals at point-symmetric positions relative

to the center of the circle, bias in the shape of artifacts is reduced, and the image

quality of the reconstructed image is improved. However, in this embodiment, since

the bias in the artifacts is also deemed to be reduced if the maximum number of

acoustic signals can be detected in the directionality range, the area is determined to be

an area with a favorable image quality.

The imaging instruction information acquisition unit 1001 sends the acquired

imaging instruction information to the reconfiguring method determination unit 1002.

[0092] In step S402, the reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 determines the re

configuring method based on the imaging instruction information, and the information

related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity of the acoustic signal measurement

unit 1100. As the information related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity, used

may be the information that is stored in the main memory 102 or the magnetic disk 103

in advance.

As the information related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity, for example,

used may be information related to the imageable area, information of the acoustic



detector (travel speed or signal processing capacity), or information such as the laser

irradiation interval of the light source. Information related to the imageable area is in

formation such as the position or size of the imageable area in the apparatus, area that

can be scanned by the acoustic detector, or range that laser can be irradiated in the case

of photoacoustic waves.

[0093] The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 determines the reconfiguring

method that can be executed with the specified image quality when an imaging area

included in the imaging instruction information is the reconfiguration area. Contents of

the determined reconfiguring method are the algorithm and parameters of the recon

figuration processing, the correction method to be additionally performed such as

optical distribution correction, and so on. The algorithm and parameters of the recon

figuration processing contain information for specifying the acquisition position of the

acoustic waves required for the reconfiguration of the respective points of interest in

the reconfiguration area with the specified image quality.

[0094] Here, information related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity does not nec

essarily have to be considered. The reconfiguration area may also be determined only

with instructions related to the reconfiguration processing such as the algorithm and

parameters. In the foregoing case, there may be cases where it is not possible to

measure the acoustic signals of an appropriate range relative to the imaging area. In the

foregoing case, the present invention can be implemented by changing the size of the

imaging area, or treating an area in the reconfiguration area corresponding to the

imaging area as an area in which the acoustic signals for achieving the specified image

quality could not be collected.

[0095] In step S403, the reconfiguration area to be subject to the reconfiguration processing

during the imaging process is calculated. Normally, the area corresponding to the

imaging area (specified acquisition area of the characteristic information based on the

user's input) is used as the reconfiguration area (acquirable area of characteristic in

formation and generating area of image data). Nevertheless, there are cases where an

area that is different from the imaging area is used as the reconfiguration area. Such

cases include a case where it is determined that the entire imaging area and image

quality specified in the imaging instruction information are incompatible, or a case

where it is determined that the capacity of the apparatus is insufficient relation to the

type of reconfiguration algorithm or parameters to be applied.

Moreover, in order to shorten the reconfiguration processing time and consequently

the overall imaging processing time, an area excluding an area where it is evident that

the image quality is inferior may be used as the configuration area within the specified

imaging area.

When it is determined that it is necessary to change the specified imaging area based



on the foregoing reasons, the reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 calculates

the reconfiguration area to be actually subject to image reconfiguration in substitute for

the imaging area, and thereafter generates information related to the calculated recon

figuration area.

The reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 sends the determined recon

figuration instruction information (information related to the reconfiguring method and

information related to the reconfiguration area) to the reconfiguration processing unit

1006 and the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003.

[0096] In step S404, the acoustic wave measurement area determination unit 1003 extracts

one point in the reconfiguration area as the point of interest based on the information

related to the reconfiguration area sent from the reconfiguring method determination

unit 1002. When the reconfiguration area is to be treated as three-dimensional volume

data, the voxel of an arbitrary position may also be extracted.

[0097] In step S405, the acoustic wave detection area in the extracted point of interest is

calculated. Calculation of the acoustic wave detection area is performed by using the

reconfiguring method determined by the reconfiguring method determination unit

1002, and information related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity of the

acoustic signal measurement unit 1100. In this embodiment, the reconfiguration

processing using the maximum number of acoustic signals that could be detected in the

acoustic wave detection area is used. Thus, assuming that there is an element at a

certain position in the receiving area, the aggregate of positions in which the point of

interest where that element was extracted is included in the directionality range is

calculated as the acoustic wave detection area. The calculated area becomes the area on

the scanning surface of the acoustic detector obtained by using the position information

in which was subject to coordinate conversion to a point in the imaging area corre

sponding to the point of interest of the extracted reconfiguration area. This area

becomes the receiving area which is required for the reconfiguration at the extracted

point of interest.

[0098] Here, as the information related to the acoustic signal measurement capacity of the

acoustic signal measurement unit 1100, used may be information stored in the main

memory 102 or the magnetic disk 103 as described above in S402.

Specifically, examples of the foregoing information include the shape and travel

speed of the acoustic detector, element characteristics, and element arrangement on the

receiving surface. Moreover, other examples of the foregoing information include the

position and area of the scanning surface of the acoustic detector. In addition, another

example of the foregoing information is the signal processing capacity of the probe to

detect the acoustic waves and output the acoustic signals. In addition, another example

of the foregoing information is the irradiation of light of the photoacoustic waves. Ac-



cordingly, all information related to the capacity of the measurement of acoustic waves

can be included in the acoustic signal measurement capacity.

[0099] Note that, as the acoustic wave detection area in the point of interest, the detecting

position group of the acoustic waves in the receiving area may also be obtained as the

acoustic wave detection area. In the foregoing case, coordinates or intervals or number

of the detecting positions (or elements) are calculated.

[0100] In step S406, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 records

the acoustic wave detection area relative to the extracted point of interest. The format

of information related to the acoustic wave detection area is represented, for example,

as coordinates showing the area on the scanning area of the acoustic detector a s

sociated with the position of the point of interest.

[0101] In step S407, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 de

termines whether there is any unprocessed point of interest in the reconfiguration area.

If there is an unprocessed point of interest, the processing of steps 404 to 407 is re

peatedly executed, and such processing is continued until there are no more u n

processed points of interest. When there are no more unprocessed points of interest in

the determination of step 407, the routine proceeds to the processing of step 408.

[0102] In step S408, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 syn

thesizes information related to the acoustic wave detection area relative to all points of

interest in the reconfiguration area. In addition, in order to reconfigure the overall re

configuration area with the specified image quality, it is necessary to calculate at which

area the acoustic waves need to be acquired. When the imaging area and the recon

figuration area coincide, the foregoing area corresponds to the receiving area during

the acquisition of acoustic waves. When the imaging area and the reconfiguration area

do not coincide, an acoustic wave acquisition area related to an area other than the re

configuration area is added, and an area including at least an area for acquiring the

acoustic waves required for the reconfiguration of the overall reconfiguration area with

the specified image quality is generated as the receiving area.

[0103] In addition, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 determines

the control method of the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 required for acquiring

the acoustic waves in the generated receiving area. For example, the scanning method

of the acoustic detector, or the control method of light irradiation in the case of pho-

toacoustic waves; that is, the control method for acquiring acoustic waves in the

generated receiving area is generated, together with information related to the

receiving area, as information related to the acquisition of acoustic waves.

[0104] The relation of the scanning area and object on the scanning surface determined by

the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit, and the imaging area

specified in the object is now explained with reference to Fig. 5.



[0105] In Fig. 5, the object 501 is a part of the subject's body, and is sandwiched by holding

plates in the imaging apparatus. The scanning surface 502 simultaneously serves as a

holding plate and a scanning surface on which the acoustic detector performs scanning.

Depending on the thickness of the scanning surface 502, there will be refraction and at

tenuation of acoustic waves and light, but the explanation thereof is omitted in the

ensuing explanation since they do not affect the gist of the explanation of the routine of

the present invention.

[0106] The holding plate 503 is a plate for holding the object 501. Since the holding plate

503 is not absolute required, the holding plate 503 is omitted in Fig. 3, but the holding

plate 503 is preferably used when the object is of a shape such as a human breast or the

fixation of the position is unstable. Moreover, even in cases where the object needs to

be compressed for improving the imaging accuracy or other reasons, such object may

be treated the same as explained in this embodiment. Reference numeral 504 specifies

the interval of the holding plates of Fig. 5. Upon specifying the imaging area, the

distance of the interval 504 which corresponds to the depth direction of the imaging

area of the object may be automatically measured and used. In the foregoing case, the

depth size does not need to be specified in the imaging instruction information.

[0107] The acoustic detector 505 scans the receiving area on the scanning surface and

detects acoustic waves. Here, the acoustic detector is a probe. The total location that is

scanned by the acoustic detector corresponds to the receiving area. Reference numeral

506 specifies the height (length) of the scanning area of the acoustic detector.

Reference numeral 506 corresponds to the area on the receiving surface corresponding

to the receiving area calculated by the acoustic wave measuring method determination

unit 1003, and shows the height of the scanning area when viewing, edge-on, the

scanning area to be scanned by the acoustic detector 505 as instructed by the acoustic

signal measurement unit 1100. Reference numeral 507 is the vertical surface resulting

from extending the scanning area vertically to the holding plate. When an area which

occupies the face in contact with the scanning surface of the hexahedron of the object

specified as the imaging area is used as the scanning surface, reference numeral 507

will coincide with the boundary of the imaging area. Nevertheless, in this embodiment,

since the measurement of acoustic signals is for generating the reconstructed image

using the maximum number of acoustic signals that could be detected in the direc

tionality range, the scanning area that is determined based on the required receiving

area is large, and the vertical surface 507 does not coincide with the imaging area.

[0108] The directivity angle 508 of elements is an angle based on the directionality of

elements disposed in the acoustic detector 505. Reference numeral 509 shows the area

where a reconstructed image having a high image quality can be generated in cases

where the acoustic detector 505 detects acoustic waves in the scanning area. In other



words, the high image quality area 509 is the acquirable area as an area where the char

acteristic information can be acquired with the set accuracy. As shown in the diagram,

as the distance from the scanning area increases, the area where reconfiguration can be

performed with a high image quality will become narrow due to the limitations caused

by the angle of the directivity angle 508 of the elements. Thus, the high image quality

area 509 is formed in the shape of a truncated pyramid in which the height is the

interval 504 of the holding plates, and the lower base is the scanning area of the

scanning surface.

[0109] The imaging area 510 is the area showing the imaging range specified in the imaging

instruction information and which is the target of the present imaging method. The

receiving area is calculated so that the reconstructed image of the specified image

quality can be obtained with respect to the specified imaging area 510. In other words,

the receiving area is determined so that the specified imaging area 510 is at least

included in the acquirable area (high image quality area 509) as the area where the

image quality target in this embodiment can be reconfigured. Consequently, the valid

acoustic wave detection area relative to the deepest and farthest point of interest when

viewed from the acoustic detector within the imaging area can be included in the

scanning area.

The acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 moves the acoustic detector within the

scanning area and causes the acoustic detector perform scanning, and appropriate

acoustic wave acquisition can be performed by performing necessary control to the

acoustic wave acquisition. Note that, in this embodiment, to calculate the receiving

area (scanning area) means to obtain the acoustic wave detection areas relative to the

respective points of interest in the imaging area, and totaling the obtained areas.

The acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 sends information

related to the acquisition of acoustic waves to the acoustic wave measuring method in

struction unit 1004.

[01 10] In step S409, the acoustic wave measuring method instruction unit 1004 generates

the acoustic wave acquisition instruction information based on information related to

the acquisition of acoustic waves, and sends the acquired acoustic wave acquisition in

struction information to the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100. Note that the

acoustic wave acquisition instruction information is configured, for example, from a

command or parameter group which instructs the acquisition of acoustic waves to the

acoustic signal measurement unit 1100.

[0111] According to the foregoing routine, it is possible to implement the routine of the in

formation processing unit 1000 determining the reconfiguring method and the acoustic

wave acquiring method and sending such information to the acoustic signal mea

surement unit 1100.



The method of implementing the foregoing routine based on the respective blocks of

the information processing unit 1000 and the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100

was explained above. Nevertheless, in reality, so as long as the functions of the re

spective blocks can be realized in the imaging apparatus, there is no particular

limitation regarding the arrangement or combination of such blocks or the physical

configuration thereof. For example, it could be said that the scanning control unit of

the present invention is a combination of the control unit 1102, and the acoustic wave

measuring method determination unit 1003 in the information processing unit 1000, in

addition to the position control means 1106. Moreover, it could be said that the

receiving area determination unit of the present invention for obtaining the receiving

area corresponds to the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 in

the information processing unit 1000. Moreover, it could be said that the characteristic

information acquisition unit of the present invention corresponds to the reconfiguration

processing unit 1006. Moreover, it could be said that the reconfiguration area deter

mination means for determining the reconfiguration area as the acquirable area and the

processing determination unit for determining the generating method (reconfiguring

method) of image data correspond to the reconfiguring method determination unit

1002. Moreover, it could be said that the instruction information acquisition of the

present invention for acquiring information of the specified acquisition area and con

figuration information related to the accuracy corresponds to the imaging instruction

information acquisition unit 1001. Accordingly, the method of combining the in

formation processing unit and the acoustic signal measurement unit for realizing the

factors configuring the present invention and distributing the resources should be ap

propriately carried out according to the situation, and the gist of the present invention

will not be lost based on such method.

Note that, in the foregoing routine, the acoustic wave measuring method deter

mination unit 1003 calculated the receiving area by converting coordinates in which

one point in the reconfiguration area corresponds to one point of the imaging area, and

synthesizing the acoustic wave detection area on the scanning surface relative to the re

spective points of interest. Nevertheless, the present invention can also be implemented

with a method where the reconfiguring method determination unit 1002 calculates the

receiving area as relative three-dimensional position information relative to the

required receiving area and reconfiguration area in advance based on information

related to the acquisition of acoustic waves of the acoustic signal measurement unit

1100. In the foregoing case, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit

1003 converts the reconfiguration area into the coordinate system of the imaging area,

and identifies the receiving area on the scanning surface in the imaging process based

on the area information which is defined based on the relative position information



relative to the reconfiguration area.

[0113] Moreover, this embodiment explained the imaging area and the reconfiguration area

which normally coincides with the imaging area as a hexahedron. Nevertheless, the

present invention can be applied to any type of area so as long as that area can be

specified as a three-dimensional area. The imaging area in the foregoing case can be

specified by using the mathematical formula of the face to become the boundary of the

three-dimensional area or the information group of the range of value, or information

of the voxel group associated with the coordinate system of the imaging area.

[0114] Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing the routine of the acoustic wave measuring method in

struction unit 1004 measuring the acoustic waves related to the specified imaging area,

generating acoustic wave reception information, and sending the generated acoustic

wave reception information to the information processing unit 1000. The flowchart of

Fig. 6 is started when the acoustic wave acquisition instruction information sent from

the acoustic wave measuring method instruction unit 1004 of the information

processing unit 1000 is received.

[01 15] In step S601, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 controls the acoustic

detector and measures the acoustic waves in the receiving area. Control related to the

acoustic wave measurement is performed by the control unit 1102 based on the

acoustic wave instruction information sent from the information processing unit 1000.

In the case of a photoacoustic wave diagnostic apparatus, the irradiation position or

timing of light is controlled, measurement of acoustic waves is continued while syn

chronizing with the position of the acoustic detector or the timing of recording the

detected acoustic waves, and the acoustic waves at the respective positions of the

receiving area are thereby detected.

[0116] When the measurement of acoustic waves is complete, in step S602, the control unit

1102 generates acoustic wave reception information. The acoustic wave reception in

formation is information (receiving condition information) related to the acoustic

signals detected at the respective positions in the receiving area and the reception of

acoustic waves. If the acoustic signals are detected a plurality of times at the same

position, an average value or a representative value may be used. Moreover, correction

of the acoustic signals may also be performed at this stage. Information related to the

detection of acoustic waves includes information such as acoustic wave acquisition

conditions pertaining to the detection of acoustic signals and the determination of

acoustic signal values.

[01 17] In step S603, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 sends, to the information

processing unit 1000, acoustic wave reception information relative to the receiving

area generated by the measurement of acoustic waves.

Based on the foregoing routine, the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100 measures



the acoustic wave and sends the acoustic wave reception information to the in

formation processing unit 1000.

[0118] Fig. 7 is a flowchart showing the routine of the information processing unit 1000

performing the reconfiguration processing and displaying the imaging data acquired

from the imaging method of the present invention based on the acoustic wave

reception information sent from the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100. The

flowchart of Fig. 7 is started when the acoustic wave reception information acquisition

unit 1005 receives the acoustic wave reception information from the acoustic signal

measurement unit 1100.

In step S701, when the acoustic wave reception information acquisition unit 1005

acquires the acoustic wave reception information, the acoustic wave reception in

formation acquisition unit 1005 sends the acquired acoustic wave reception in

formation to the reconfiguration processing unit 1006.

[0119] In step S702, when the reconfiguration processing unit 1006 receives the acoustic

wave reception information from the acoustic wave reception information acquisition

unit 1005, the reconfiguration processing unit 1006 performs the reconfiguration

processing based on the information related to the reconfiguring method and the in

formation related to the reconfiguration area sent from the reconfiguring method deter

mination unit 1002, and then generates the reconstructed image relative to the imaging

area. The reconstructed image corresponds to, for example, the volume data corre

sponding to the imaging area.

[0120] Here, if the reconfiguration area does not coincide with the imaging area, in addition

to the reconfiguration area, it is also possible to generate volume data of the imaging

area size, and generate volume data in which the voxel value to which the recon

figuration area corresponds is used as the voxel value of the reconstructed image.

The reconfiguration processing unit 1006 sends the generated reconstructed image to

the display information generation unit 1007.

[0121] In step S703, the display information generation unit 1007 generates display in

formation that can be displayed on the display unit 1008 based on the generated recon

structed image.

As an example of the display image information, there is a method of superimposing

and displaying the cross section image of the reconstructed image and the boundary

line of the area partitioned based on the favorable or poor image quality on the cross

section image such as in cases where the reconstructed image is to be displayed with

MPR (Multi Planner Reconstruction). Moreover, the display image may also be

displayed via volume rendering. Moreover, in addition to images, information other

than images such as textual explanations based on the voxel value of volume data

showing the image value; that is, the characteristic information of the respective



positions of the three-dimensional reconstructed image showing the characteristic in

formation may also be generated.

The display information generation unit 1007 sends the generated display information

to the display unit 1008.

[0122] The display unit 1008 is a display device such as a monitor 105. In step S704, the

display information generated by the display information generation unit 1007 is

displayed, and the information that was imaged based on the imaging method of the

present invention is displayed.

According to the foregoing routine, the reconfiguration processing of the information

processing unit 1000 in this embodiment and the display of imaged information can be

implemented.

[0123] Here, while this embodiment explained the receiving area as one area, the receiving

area may also be partitioned into a plurality of areas and then specified. For example, a

receiving area may be set as one area relative to the overall reconfiguration area, the

receiving area may also be partitioned according to the partitioning of the recon

figuration processing, and the acoustic wave reception information may be measured

for each receiving area.

[0124] Moreover, the acoustic wave measuring method determination unit 1003 may also be

configured to be included in the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100. In the

foregoing case, the acoustic wave measuring method instruction unit 1004 sends in

formation related to the reconfiguring method and information related to the recon

figuration area to the acoustic signal measurement unit 1100, and processing related to

the calculation of the receiving area is executed in the acoustic signal measurement

unit 1100.

In addition, the imaging apparatus may also be configured as a result of the in

formation processing unit 1000 and the acoustic signal measurement unit being in

tegrated.

[0125] The imaging method of the present invention can be performed as a result of im

plementing the foregoing routine. Moreover, as a result of being able to implement the

imaging method of the present invention according to the foregoing routine, it is

possible to perform imaging capable of obtaining a reconstructed image with a uniform

image quality that is more appropriate for diagnostic imaging.

[0126] While the present invention has been described with reference to exemplary em

bodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed

exemplary embodiments. The scope of the following claims is to be accorded the

broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent

structures and functions.

[0127] This application claims the benefit of Japanese Patent Application No. 201 1-166675,



filed on July 29, 201 1, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety.
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Claims
[Claim 1] An object information acquiring apparatus which acquires charac

teristic information in an object by using an acoustic signal output from

an acoustic detector including an element for receiving an acoustic

wave which has propagated in the object, comprising:

a receiving area determination unit for obtaining a receiving area of

receiving the acoustic wave by using information of a specified ac

quisition area for the characteristic information specified by a user,

configuration information related to accuracy of the characteristic in

formation to be acquired, and receiving condition information on

receiving conditions of the acoustic wave; and

a scanning control unit for controlling scanning of the acoustic detector

by using information of the receiving area obtained by the receiving

area determination unit.

[Claim 2] The object information acquiring apparatus according to claim 1,

further comprising:

an acquirable area determination unit for obtaining an acquirable area,

which is an area in which the characteristic information can be acquired

with the accuracy set to the specified acquisition area, by using the in

formation of the specified acquisition area, the configuration in

formation related to the accuracy, and the receiving condition in

formation,

wherein the receiving area determination unit obtains the receiving area

by using information of the acquirable area.

[Claim 3] The object information acquiring apparatus according to claim 1 or

claim 2, further comprising:

a characteristic information acquisition unit for acquiring characteristic

information by using the acoustic signal,

wherein the receiving area determination unit calculates an acoustic

wave detection area, which is an area capable of receiving an acoustic

wave required for acquiring the characteristic information with the set

accuracy for each point of interest contained in the specified acquisition

area, and aggregates the acoustic wave detection areas in the respective

points of interest to use the aggregated acoustic wave detection areas as

the receiving area, and

the characteristic information acquisition unit acquires the charac

teristic information in each of the points of interest by using the
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acoustic signal based on the acoustic wave detected from the acoustic

wave detection area corresponding to that point of interest.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 3,

wherein the receiving condition information includes information

related to a position, sensitivity or directionality of the element.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to claim 3,

wherein the acoustic wave detection area calculated for each point of

interest is, when an element is positioned in that acoustic wave

detection area, an area in which the point of interest is included in a d i

rectionality range of that element.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 5, further comprising:

an instruction information acquisition unit for acquiring the information

of the specified acquisition area specified by the user, and the con

figuration information related to the accuracy.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 6, further comprising:

a processing determination unit for determining a method of acquiring

the characteristic information as image data based on the specified ac

quisition area, and the configuration information related to the

accuracy.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to claim 7,

wherein the processing determination unit changes the specified ac

quisition area from the specified range when it is determined that image

data of the specified acquisition area cannot be generated with an image

quality corresponding to the set accuracy.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 8,

wherein the acoustic wave which has propagated in the object is a pho-

toacoustic wave which is generated from the object irradiated with

light.

The object information acquiring apparatus according to any one of

claims 1 to 9,

wherein the configuration information related to the accuracy is set

based on a specification from the user, and

the object information acquiring apparatus further comprises an input

unit to be used by the user for specifying the specified acquisition area
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and the configuration information related to the accuracy.

[Claim 11] An object information acquiring method by an object information

acquiring apparatus which acquires characteristic information in an

object by using an acoustic signal output from an acoustic detector

including an element for receiving an acoustic wave which has

propagated in the object, comprising:

a receiving area determination step of a receiving area determination

unit obtaining a receiving area of receiving the acoustic wave by using

information of a specified acquisition area for the characteristic in

formation specified by a user, configuration information related to

accuracy of the characteristic information to be acquired, and receiving

condition information on receiving conditions of the acoustic wave; and

a scanning control step of a scanning control unit controlling scanning

of the acoustic detector by using information of the receiving area

obtained in the receiving area determination step.

[Claim 12] The object information acquiring method according to claim 11, further

comprising:

an acquirable area determination step of acquirable area determination

unit obtaining an acquirable area, which is an area in which the charac

teristic information can be acquired with the accuracy set to the

specified acquisition area, by using the information of the specified ac

quisition area, the configuration information related to the accuracy,

and the receiving condition information,

wherein, in the receiving area determination step, the receiving area is

obtained by using information of the acquirable area.

[Claim 13] The object information acquiring method according to claim 11 or

claim 12, further comprising:

a characteristic information acquisition step of a characteristic in

formation acquisition unit acquiring characteristic information by using

the acoustic signal,

wherein, in the receiving area determination step, an acoustic wave

detection area, which is an area capable of receiving an acoustic wave

required for acquiring the characteristic information with the set

accuracy, is calculated for each point of interest contained in the

specified acquisition area, and the acoustic wave detection areas in the

respective points of interest are aggregated to use the aggregated

acoustic wave detection areas as the receiving area, and

in the characteristic information acquisition step, the characteristic in-
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formation is acquired in each of the points of interest by using the

acoustic signal based on the acoustic wave detected from the acoustic

wave detection area corresponding to that point of interest.

The object information acquiring method according to any one of

claims 11 to 13,

wherein the receiving condition information includes information

related to a position, sensitivity or directionality of the element.

The object information acquiring method according to claim 13,

wherein the acoustic wave detection area calculated for each point of

interest is, when an element is positioned in that acoustic wave

detection area, an area in which the point of interest is included in a d i

rectionality range of that element.

The object information acquiring method according to any one of

claims 11 to 15, further comprising:

an instruction information acquisition step of an instruction information

acquisition unit acquiring the information of the specified acquisition

area specified by the user, and the configuration information related to

the accuracy.

The object information acquiring method according to any one of

claims 11 to 16, further comprising:

a processing determination step of a processing determination unit de

termining a method of acquiring the characteristic information as image

data based on the specified acquisition area, and the configuration in

formation related to the accuracy.

The object information acquiring method according to claim 17,

wherein, in the processing determination step, the specified acquisition

area is changed from the specified range when it is determined that

image data of the specified acquisition area cannot be generated with an

image quality corresponding to the set accuracy.
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